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democratically elected local authorities. In effect water has
been shifted from being a basic right to a commodity for sale
and the name of the game is to maximize profits; and water
prices have risen sharply. Consequently, for the first time in
living memory, people in England are under the threat of
having their water supply disconnected if they do not pay
their water bills. This is what has happened t021 000 house-
holds in England last year and these families face major
health risks as a result' of being unable to flush toilets, wash
or have a bath.
The situation in Scotland is different with the supply of

water still under local authority control. The government has
initiated a debate on what should happen to Scotland's water
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with the expectation that it too would be handed over to
private companies. However, it has received such a mauling
on its various options for privatizing water-including from
large sections of its own party within Scotland-that they
may be forced to think again.
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HARPREET S. KOHLl

I was pleasantly suprised to receive a letter in February 1991
from the Honorary Secretary of the South African Associa-
tion of Paediatric Surgeons inviting me to be an honoured
guest speaker at their biennial Congress in June 1992 and to
spend approximately 14 days in South Africa giving lectures
in various academic paediatric surgical centres. It was a
surprise because the only previous invitation from South
Africa to an Indian surgeon was way back in 1970 when
Dr P. K. Sen of Bombay had been invited to a meeting of
Heart Transplant Surgeons convened by Dr Christiaan
Barnard. I was also surprised because in February 1991
Indian passports still carried the sentence 'valid for travel
to all countries except the Republic of South Africa'.
However, by June 1992 three happy events took place.

The words 'except the Republic of South Africa' were
deleted from Indian passports; South Africa's return to inter-
national sport took place in Calcutta where their cricket team
got a tumultuous welcome; and the majority of South African
whites voted in a referendum in favour of integration and
against apartheid.
Thus when I reached South Africa via the Jan Smuts Air-

port, Johannesburg, on 6 June 1992, the mood was one of
euphoria. South Africa was at long last becoming a multi-
racial society, economic sanctions were being lifted, there
was free international travel and multiracial South African
teams were preparing to visit Mauritius for the All African
Games and above all to Barcelona for the Olympics.
By the time I left on 23 June 1992, the picture had changed

for the worse. 16 June was the anniversary of the Soweto
killings of 1976 and the day was marked by strikes and
demonstrations. It was the day of the massacre at Boipatong.
Here two groups of blacks were engaged in a bloody battle
and the white security forces made things still bloodier by
opening fire on' both the groups. This led to the breakdown
of negotiations between the government and the blacks and
signalled the beginning of fresh turmoil that continues till
today.
Fortunately, on 16 June I was not in a city but at a seaside

resort on the Wild Coast attending the biennial Congress of

the South African Paediatric Association and South African
Association of Paediatric Surgeons. From my room in the
Sun International Hotel I could watch the winter sun rise
over the Indian Ocean.

THE COUNTRY
South Africa is a beautiful country with exotic flora and
fauna, and a fertile soil ideal for sugarcane and grapes. It has
enormous quantities of gold and diamonds. Cape Town is
one of the most picturesque cities in the world and our
Kanyakumari pales into insignificance when compared to
Cape Point, the peak below which the Atlantic and the Indian
Oceans meet and which looks straight on to Antarctica. The
one thing that distinguishes South Africa from the rest of the
world is apartheid or the policy of racial segregation that it
had followed till last year.

The Republic of South Africa consists of four provinces-
the two larger ones are Cape province in the south and
Transvaal in the north, and the two smaller ones are Natal in
the east and the Orange Free State wedged in between the
three. Within the boundaries of the Republic are four home-
lands and two erstwhile British protectorates, Lesotho
and Swaziland, which are now kingdoms and theoretically
independent.
South Africa's population is about 35 million, the majority

being blacks. There are about 5 million whites, 3 million
coloureds and over a million Asians. It has two official
languages, English and Afrikaans, the latter being a broken
form of Dutch.

THE BLACKS AND THE COLOUREDS
The blacks form the most important racial group. In fact,
there are many different kinds of blacks. They speak
different languages; the ones I heard were Swazi, Zulu and
Xhosa. None of the languages have a written script or litera-
ture and have been handed down by word of mouth from
generation to generation. The blacks also differ in their
social and religious customs, and their political views. The
African National Congress of Nelson Mandela has the largest
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following and has a Gandhian outlook, but there are power-
ful groups opposed to it, notably the militant Inkatha
Freedom Party.
Urban blacks have for years been segregated in 'townships'

situated on the periphery of the large cities. In these
'townships' there are small regulation-type houses in which
large numbers of people live huddled together. Many have
to travel 60 to 100 miles every day to earn their living in over-
crowded vehicles, which are called 'taxis' but resemble our
minibuses. These 'townships' are shown to the visitor from a
distance. I could get reasonably close to Soweto, which is the
largest township around Johannesburg because I was invited
to visit a black hospital and teaching complex close by at
Baragwanath. I did not go anywhere near the township of
Boipatong.
Four poorly developed overpopulated areas within South

Africa had been designated as 'independent homelands' in
the days of apartheid; here the blacks are allowed local self-
goverment but are economically totally dependent on the
Union Government. They are the Transkei, Ciskei, Venda
and Bophuthatswana. The Wild Coast falls within the
Transkei. Gambling which is illegal in the Republic of South
Africa is allowed in the Transkei and enormous numbers of
people visit its casino which is as gorgeous as any in Las
Vegas.
Although I met black medical students and postgraduate

trainees in different medical colleges, I heard educated
blacks speak on only two occasions. One was from the pulpit
of a church in Pretoria to which I had been taken by my
white host. The other was in Garankuwa where a medical
university named MEDUNSA (Medical University of South
Africa) was set up in 1978 exclusively to train black doctors.
Its faculty is multiracial; a Zulu professor of Surgery discussed
a number of problems with the postgraduate students before
my lecture began. All educated blacks speak English and
loathe Afrikaans, but I did not get close enough to anyone
for an indepth assessment of their feelings.
I did not have any contact with the coloured population

. who are the product of mixed marriages between the early
Dutch settlers and the blacks. They live mainly in the Cape
province and speak Afrikaans. Mixed marriages were illegal
in the days of apartheid.

THE WHITES
The persons with whom I lived and moved and therefore
established a rapport were the whites and the Asians of
Indian origin. The whites are the only ones who have a vote
in the nation's affairs.
While almost all whites know both the offical languages,

there are in fact two kinds of whites, depending on what
language they speak at home. Forty-five per cent speak
English, have emotional links with Britain and have generally
been opposed to racial discrimination. The 55% who speak
Afrikaans had, till recently, been identified with Afrikaner
nationalism and apartheid.
Although the Afrikaners lost the Boer War in 1902, they

dominate South Africa's life. All the Prime Ministers and
Presidents from Jan Smuts to F. W. de Klerk have been
Afrikaans speaking. Paul Kruger (1825-1904), who is
regarded as the builder of the Afrikaner nation, is their
national hero; Kruger's house in Pretoria is a national
monument.
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All the whites whom I met were most cordial and friendly,
in fact more so than the whites in Europe or America. They
had voted in favour of integration and were delighted that
they were no longer isolated and looked down upon as inter-
national pariahs.
I gathered that the main opposition to apartheid had

come from the faculty and students of the English medium
universities; the three I visited were Witwatersrand, Natal
and Cape Town. On the letterhead of the University of Cape
Town the following footnote appears: 'The University of
Cape Town rejects racism and racial segregation and strives
to maintain a strong tradition of non-discrimination with
regard to race, religion and gender in the constitution of its
student body, in the selection and promotion of its staff and
in its administration.' Something similar appears in the
letterheads of the other two as well.
I failed to meet anyone who had voted against integration.

I was told that these people kept a low profile and did not
readily disclose their opinions. I was also told that this group
was strongest in the Orange Free State, a province that did
not figure in my itinerary.
I had expected that I would be kept out of all the white

Afrikaans-medium universities, but I did visit one such
university-Stellenbosch-to give lectures and advice on
how to separate a pair of Siamese twins. I also noticed that
the security arrangements in this campus were fairly severe.
My host was a recently appointed English-speaking Professor.
I asked him how he managed to lecture in Afrikaans in view

. of the fact that there are hardly any textbooks of surgery in
that language. He said he gave a few lectures in Afrikaans
after a lot of homework, but then his students had requested
him to switch over to English.

THE ASIANS
I met only one kind of Indian. Descended from persons who
were brought to work on the sugar· plantations in the
nineteenth century, they came from different parts of our
subcontinent and belonged to different religious groups. Yet
they have a tremendous cohesiveness in this alien land and
celebrate Id and Diwali with equal gusto. Almost all of
them are doing very well in every sphere of life in spite of
innumerable hurdles. The large number of sari-clad ladies
banging away at different machines in the Wild Coast Casino
is an index of their prosperity.
I travelled from the Wild Coast to Durban with a senior

Indian paediatrician and his wife in their beautiful Mercedes.
On the way he told me about his home in Pretoria which was
a stone's throw from the local medical college which he could
not enter because it was white. He got admission to the
medical college in Johannesburg but could not find a place to
stay near this college because the neighbourhood was white
and hence had to spend six years of his life commuting from
one city to another, a distance of about 50 miles. I had lunch
in their luxurious home on the hills overlooking Durban, met
their daughter and daughter-in-law and saw their Kerala-
style puja room. When I congratulated him on achieving so
much, he pointed out that he had to settle on the wrong side
of the hill, the better side was reserved for whites. He talked
about his sojourn in England and the offer he had of employ-
ment there; he rejected this preferring to fight the devil he
knew rather than the one he did not. He and his wife also
spoke about how much they enjoyed a visit to India and how
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difficult it was for South African citizens to get visas and
organize travel to their country of origin. They said that
it was even more difficult for Indian citizens to visit their
relatives living in South Africa. I was introduced to their
black maidservant; they look after and educate her daughter
as one of their own children.
In Johannesburg, I spent two nights with a family of

doctors; a father and three sons who were all brilliant
surgeons. The eldest son had just started on a career in
paediatric surgery. They had originally come from Gujarat
and had many relatives in various businesses in the city. I
was told about the numerous occasions when Indian profes-
sionals were uprooted from their homes and establishments
in the city centre and compelled to move out to the periphery
to make room for whites. Although the second generation
could speak very little Gujarati and the third generation not
at all, the culture of the Gujarati muslim was preserved in
their household, and they all yearned to visit India to search
for their roots.
In the Congress at the Wild Coast there were several

doctors of Indian origin-many highly respected professors
and some postgraduate trainees. Their concern for the
welfare of their country of birth and for its academic values
was obvious and most heartening.
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Indians in South Africa have been actively aiding and
planning the movement for black rule, but now that this is
imminent, they are apprehensive about how they will be
treated by the blacks, and feel there is a need for reservations
for them just as the whites have been demanding. In spite of
this I did not find them 'unloved and afraid' as a columnist
suggested in one of our prestigious fortnightly publications.
They hold South African passports and their children, their
money and their hearts were very much in South Africa.
I presume the small number of other Asians who came

from Malaysia and Indonesia also feel this way.

THE FUTURE
After the breakdown of negotiations, the question facing
everyone is whether a racial integration will in fact take place
or whether the country will break up peacefully, or violently.
The country needs a statesman of the calibre of Vallabhbhai
Patel, the kind of person which South Africa, in common
with many other countries including ours, seems to lack.

SUBIR K. CHAITERJEE
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UNCONVENTIONAL MEDICINE-A NEW AGE
FRONTIER
The past decade has witnessed a steady growth of alternative
or unconventional medicine to a point where it is now a
$27 billion per year industry. A Time/CNN poll showed that
about 30% of people questioned had tried it in some form,
half of them within the past year. I Reflecting a growing
disenchantment with 'allopathic' medicine the consumer has
long been drawn to 'holism' in medicine, reiterating that
doctors seem to be equipped only to treat the sick and cannot
or do not care about the maintenance of good health and the
practice of preventive medicine. This expensive romance is
leading increasing numbers of practitioners to 'touchy-feely'
techniques of reflexology, chiropractic, acupuncture, bio-
feedback, hypnosis and a variety of self- or group-oriented
techniques of meditation, yoga, shiatsu as well as
aromatherapy for sinus disorders and allergies.
Twenty-one states now licence acupuncturists; in 24 states,

however, only physicians may perform the technique. The
most widely publicised success of acupuncture in the United
States was the 1974 account by James Reston of the New
York Times describing his appendectomy while on assignment
in China. Used mostly to relieve arthritic and other forms of
chronic pain, studies have shown that acupuncture is useful
in helping smokers, alcoholics and other addicts trying to

kick their habits. Another unconventional form of treatment
is biofeedback which seems especially attractive to the
mechanistic mind. By looking at dials which identify skin
temperature or electrodermal responses patients are taught
to control what is usually involuntary. In one particular
effort, a specialist is teaching children with headaches how
to avoid them. The students learn to relax using a computer
screen which shrinks in response to their relaxation. Accord-
ing to the American Society of Clinical Hypnosis, 15000
health professionals now practice this technique. While not
purporting to be curative, hypnosis helps patients heal faster,
feel less pain and give up smoking and other bad habits. One
remarkable study showed that burned patients recovered
more quickly if they underwent hypnosis soon after the
traumatic event. Habitual patterns of thought are temporarily
suspended rendering the subject capable of reacting to
external stimuli; however, one in 10people are not suggestible.
The largest tussle continues to be with practitioners of

chiropractic. There is overall agreement that manipulations
of the spine are effective in relieving lower back pain. A
variety of doctors, including orthopaedic surgeons have been
known to refer patients to chiropractors, and legal and
restraint-of-trade precedents have been set for chiropractic
to continue to flourish. Indeed, some 30 US hospitals have
admitted chiropractors to their practising staff.


